
MODULE 7B 

Germination Story

It’s autumn, and the leaves begin to fall in preparation for winter. In the middle of the forest there is a beautiful plant called

Christmas rose which starts to wake up. “I’m just waking up and my roots are starting to grow, just when all the other plants 

are falling asleep!” it exclaims. Seeds of the Christmas rose begin to germinate and will show off its flowers in the very early 

spring, when many other plants are still ‘asleep’.

Winter arrives and brings lots of snow. In the farmer’s field nearby, lives a little plant called wheat. During the cold wintry days,

under the first rays of sunlight and the white winter mist, the wheat seeds begin to germinate.

When the summer comes, its fruits will be full of seeds, and we will be able to harvest them to make our flour and bread.

When spring comes the sun has thawed and warmed the ground and all outside is turning green. The first flowers provide a

bright display of colour and a lot of plants start their germination! One of these is the bean. Later on in the year we will be able 

to eat its fruits, the beans, for dinner!

It is summer now. Our last plant is the lily of the valley. This scented and lovely little flowering plant, lives in the very heart of 

the woodland during the whole summer when the trees are heavy with leaves and fruit, the grass fine and lush and light is all 

around.

The lily of the valley needs some special treatment. Like the bean, it germinates in the spring, BUT the seeds need to sleep 

in the ground for two winters in a row before they germinate. Then the plant starts to grow during the second spring.

It is a sleepyhead plant!!!
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